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In everyday environments, the visual system needs to process information from many stimuli appearing at different locations across the visual field. How can the brain optimally deal with the complexity of such inputs? Visual information processing in occipitotemporal regions of the visual cortex is separated for stimuli belonging to different categories, such as faces, bodies, scenes, or words (McCandliss et al., 2003; Downing et al., 2006) . Most of these regions also contain retinotopic information and thus also separate stimulus processing with respect to location (Kravitz et al., 2013) . Visual object analysis can therefore be understood as comprising specialized processing channels for distinct stimulus categories and for different retinotopic locations. As a result of this organization, when multiple stimuli need to be processed at the same time and there is a large degree of overlap in the processing channels (e.g., when stimuli are close together or stem from the same category), processing efficiency decreases. Conversely, a smaller degree of overlap can facilitate parallel processing of visual information (Franconeri et al., 2013; Cohen et al., 2014) .
Although many previous investigations suggest that location and identity information are processed through largely independent pathways, information about a stimulus' identity is rarely decoupled completely from its location (Kravitz et al., 2008) . Indeed, identity and location information often interact as a consequence of real-world structure: clouds are usually above the head, whereas grass is underfoot. Experience with objects repeatedly appearing in specific locations of the visual field might shape processing channels that preferentially process these objects when they appear in their typical locations. Such channels would allow more efficient parallel processing of multiple stimuli and thus would provide a mechanism for optimal processing of complex, but regularly structured, visual information.
A recent paper in this journal (de Haas et al., 2016) provides evidence that stimulus identity and location interact during face perception. Faces contain a specific set of distinct parts (e.g., eyes, nose, mouth) that form a typical configuration (e.g., eyes above nose above mouth) and humans acquire massive experience with this highly predictable and often repeated configuration. de Haas et al. (2016) measured eye movement patterns to demonstrate that the typical relative locations of multiple face parts (e.g., the eyes appearing on both sides and above the mouth) translate into typical absolute locations for single face parts (e.g., the eye more often appearing in the upper visual field and the mouth more often appearing in the lower visual field). Using fMRI, they showed that these location priors influence the processing of individual face parts presented in isolation, depending on the location they appear in: in the right inferior occipital gyrus, face parts appearing in their typical locations evoked more discriminable response patterns than face parts appearing in atypical locations. More specifically, the activity patterns evoked by viewing an eye versus viewing a mouth were more or less distinct depending on the retinotopic locations of the parts: the patterns were more discriminable when the eye was placed in the upper visual field and the mouth was placed in the lower visual field and less discriminable when the eye was placed in the lower visual field and the mouth was placed in the upper visual field. This difference in pattern discriminability indicates higher processing efficiency for typically positioned face parts: When there is less overlap in the mechanisms recruited for processing different face parts, information readout at later stages of the processing hierarchy is facilitated (Ritchie and Carlson, 2016) . Thus, together with previous findings (Chan et al., 2010; Issa and DiCarlo, 2012) , these results suggest that individual face parts appearing in their typical locations can be efficiently processed through location-specific neural channels, reducing overlap in processing resources. Conversely, when face parts appear in atypical locations, they cannot readily be processed through these channels, leading to decreased processing efficiency. These findings suggest that face processing in visual cortex can be partly explained by neural channels optimally tuned for individual face parts appearing in their typical locations.
Which levels of the visual hierarchy do these processing channels span? One possibility is that the vast experience with specific face parts appearing in specific spatial locations shapes processing for face parts and their associated visual features alike (Fig. 1) . On this account, visual features that are characteristic for a specific face part (e.g., the outline of an eye or the characteristic contrast between iris and pupil) are repeatedly processed through specific retinotopic neural populations. This repeated processing is expected to enhance neural efficiency in coding such features, relative to other neural populations that more rarely process the same features. Supporting this hypothesis, data from nonhuman primates revealed a relatively early benefit of typical (vs atypical) retinotopic positioning of the eye (Issa and DiCarlo, 2012) . Within the first 100 ms of processing, cells in face-selective regions of the inferotemporal cortex respond more strongly to eyes appearing in the contralateral upper visual field than to eyes appearing in other retinotopic locations, suggesting that already the processing of more basic, stimulus-associated visual features is affected (Carlson et al., 2013; Kaiser et al., 2016) . Neural processing channels connecting such location-specific feature representations and location-specific face-part representations could support optimal visual analysis across multiple levels. However, further studies in humans are needed to investigate how profoundly location priors for face parts influence visual processing at different stages. These studies could exploit recent advances in multivariate decoding of magnetoencephalography data (Carlson et al., 2013; Cichy et al., 2014) to reveal whether location priors affect neural responses throughout the visual hierarchy, potentially starting from more basic features that are associated with specific face parts.
Importantly, de Haas et al. (2016) demonstrate that the neural processing advantage for typically positioned face parts is reflected in more accurate perception. In a behavioral experiment, individual face parts were more accurately discriminated when appearing in their typical locations (e.g., an eye appearing in the upper visual field) than when they appeared in atypical locations (e.g., an eye appearing in the lower visual field). This finding is exciting because spatial structure might similarly shape efficient processing channels for other types of visual input, helping to explain behavioral perfor-mance when inputs are complex but contain spatial regularities.
One example of such inputs is written text. Words are composed of single letters, which do not appear in random order, but are arranged in meaningful chunks. Activity in visual cortex has been shown to reflect the regularity structure within groups of letters, revealing a tuning for frequently experienced letter combinations (Vinckier et al., 2007) . Could neural responses also be sensitive to the absolute, retinotopic locations of individual text elements? Often letters (or combinations of letters) are found in specific positions within a word: Some are more likely to appear at the beginning of words (e.g., the letter "j" or the prefix "pro"), whereas others are more likely to appear at the end of words (e.g., the letter "y" or the suffix "ing"). During reading, each word is typically targeted only by one or two fixations, which most frequently fall close to the middle of the word (Rayner, 1979; Clifton et al., 2016) . As a consequence of such eye movement patterns, the recurring relative positioning of letters could introduce location priors for single letters or chunks of letters (e.g., "j" appearing more often to the left of a fixation and "y" more often to the right). The processing of different text elements should thus not be uniformly pronounced across the visual field. Conversely, each letter (or letter combination) is likely to have a preferred position in the visual field depending on where it most frequently ap- Location priors for face parts and their associated features can comprise neural processing channels that facilitate the processing of face parts in their typical locations. When moving along the ventral visual stream, receptive fields get bigger and preferred features get more complex. Because of their increasing complexity, features are increasingly likely to be linked to specific face parts (e.g., a dark disc surrounded by a lighter circle covaries with the presence of an eye). Information about such diagnostic visual features is fed into representations for specific face parts (e.g., an eye or a mouth), which in turn are fed into representations of whole faces later in the hierarchy. Because of repeated exposure, face-part-associated features could be preferentially processed when appearing in specific locations, where the associated part typically appears (exemplified by larger tiles). Further studies using time-resolved neural recordings are needed to investigate at which levels of the hierarchy location priors impact neural processing. Here, the location dimension reflects the vertical visual axis. pears relative to fixation. Text elements that adhere to these typical locations could be more efficiently processed on a neural level, offering a new perspective for studying reading performance.
Another example is the processing of objects in the context of real-world environments. Natural scenes typically consist of numerous distinct objects that are arranged in a meaningful way. Constrained by their functions and physical constraints, objects appear in highly predictable locations within the environment. Previous work has shown increased processing efficiency for typically (vs atypically) positioned multiobject arrangements of objects in ventral visual cortex (Kaiser et al., 2014) . Similarly to the regular structure among face parts, such regularities among multiple objects (e.g., lamps appearing above tables) could translate into typical retinotopic positions for single objects (e.g., lamps appearing in the upper visual field). Such location priors for single objects could enable enhanced neural processing of single objects when they appear in their typical, retinotopic locations. Location-specific processing channels for individual objects within complex scenes would provide a novel explanation for the striking efficiency of natural scene perception compared with simple stimulus displays, where no location priors for individual display elements exist (Peelen and Kastner, 2014) .
In conclusion, neural processing channels that integrate stimulus identity and location might not only enable the brain to efficiently process the multiple parts of a face. The work by de Haas et al. (2016) could highlight a general mechanism supporting efficient neural coding and perception of various types of complex, but regular, visual input.
